Survey. By virtue of warrants from the proprietary office for Henry Tilkin and William Thomas. A tract of land situated in Stafford County and on 4 branches of Occoquan River beginning at a marked stump, bounded by two white oaks at the head of a branch of Lick branch of Occoquan River and running East 10° 30' to a small pignion tree in 5° angle of 2 maples and oak 100 yards. Lick branch thence S. 6° 18' 30" to a large chesnut tree in 5° angle of three white oaks thence E. 8° 30' to a black oak by 203 rods thence N. 85° 30' 30" to a red oak in 5° angle of three red oaks falling in a point field thence N. 38° 30' W. 8° 0' 30" to a stone in 5° angle of three oaks thence N. 8° 0' 30" to a scrambled oak in 5° angle of an oak 100 yards and an oak thence S. 6° 18' 30" to a place where it first began. William Thomas and his heirs and assigns. Surveyed 15th day of March 1728. Wm. Forster.